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M301: Computer Programming in C (Answer any two)    (8 + 8) Marks 

1. Write a C program that will find the roots of the quadratic equation 

     ax 
2
 + bx +c = 0 for all possible combinations of a,b and c. 

2. Write a C program to find the greatest common divisor of two numbers. 

or 

1. Write a C program to evaluate the formula 

     y = x
n 

 

     where y and x are floating-point variables and n is an integer variable. 

2. Write C program to generate the Fibonacci series 0 1 1 2 3 5…….n.   

 
302: Number Theory (Answer any two)      (8 + 8) Marks 

i. Discuss the fundamental theorem of arithmetic. 
ii.  Discuss the Wilson’s Theorem and its various applications. 
iii.  Discuss the Jacobi’s symbol and its properties. 
iv.  State and prove Chinese remainder theorem. 

 
303: Continuum Mechanics   (Answer any one)    (16) Marks 

1. What are Lagrangian and Eulerian finite strain tensors? A displacement field is given by 

133322211 ,, AXXxAXXxAXXx ==+=+=  . Calculate the Lagrangian and Eulerian 

linear strain tensors, compare them for the component, when A is small. 
 
2. What do you mean by conservation of mass and linear momentum? Find their equations 

also. A continuum motion is given by 

33322311 ),(),1( XxeeXXxeXeXx tttt =−+=−+= − . Show that the Jacobian J does 

not vanish for this motion and obtain the velocity and acceleration components. 

 
 
 



 
 
 
304: Algebra II (Optional) (Answer any two)     (8 + 8) Marks 

1. Discuss the theorems of external and internal direct product of groups. 
2. State and prove Cauchy’s theorem for abelian groups and Sylow’s first theorem. 
3. Discuss the complete ring of quotient of a commutative ring. 
4. State and prove Hilbert basis theorem. 

      
 
 
304: Space Dynamics (Optional) (Answer any two)    (8 + 8) Marks 
 

1. Explain the determination of orbit by geometrical method. 
2. Define anomaly, eccentric anomaly, mean anomaly. Deduce Kepler’s equation. 
3. Write the equation of motion of a single stage rocket in vaccuum. 
4. Deduce the motion of satellite due to perturbation and discuss the nature of motion. 

 
 
305: Special Theory of Relativity (Optional)   (Answer any one)  (16) Marks 

1. Discuss inertial and non-inertial frames in relativity. Obtain the expressions of Galileo 
and Lorentz transformation. 

 
2. Discuss the variation of mass with velocity in relativistic mechanics. Obtain Einstein 

mass and energy relation.  

 
 
305: Mathematical Logic (Optional)  (Answer any two)   (8 + 8) Marks  

1. Translate into symbols using quantifiers, variables and predicate symbols: 
(i) There is a function which is continuous but not differentiable. (Using quantifiers, 

variables and predicate symbols) 
(ii)  If x is a rational number and y is an integer, then z is not real. (Translate into symbols 

and negate) 
(iii) Some people hate every one. (Using no existential quantifiers) 
(iv)  Every number is either even or odd. (Using no universal quantifiers) 
 

2. Prove that: 

(i) ((~ (p (~q))) → (q → r)) is logically equivalent to (q → (p  r)). 
(ii)  ~ ((p → q) → (~ (q → p))) is a tautology.  
 

3. State the axiom scheme of K. State and prove Deduction theorem for the system K.  
4. Define valuation of L. Prove that an extension L* of L is consistent if and only if there is a 

wf which is not a theorem in L*.  
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